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There is a war on masculinity. It's going on all around and the wrong side has been winning for far

too long. This book is for men to get their masculinity back. To reclaim their manhood. Consider this

a how to guide to get your balls back and become the strongest man that you can be. The world

needs men. It needs you. In this book you will discover how to reclaim your masculinity and be all

that you can be. You will learn how to be a strong man in a weak world.In Man Up: How To Be A

Strong Man In A Weak World you'll learn- How to embrace the dominant mindset.- The only way to

get respect.- Why fighting is a necessary skill.- Why competition isn't optional.- The importance of

the will to fight.- Why being unapologetic is a key trait of masculinity.- Why there is no competition

for masculine men.- Why weak men hate and fear strong men.- When being good is wrong.- How to

lay claim to the earth.- How to be a modern warrior poet.- How to embrace and grow your masculine

power.- 3 things real men never do.- How to talk like a man.- 3 areas you have to master to be a

man.- In what order to learn these skills for maximum effect.- How to save Western civilization and

the world.- How to walk like a man.- What the purpose of life is for a man.- The link between

Stoicism and masculinity. - How to form an honor group.- And much more.So if you want to reclaim

your masculinity and man up then get your copy of Man Up: How To Be A Strong Man In A Weak

World today!
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Author has a great many things to say that need to be said. Recommend this book to all young

men.

Awesome book very informative.straight forward,look at where our modern society is.

For WEAK men! In a weak world, run by a weak societymen need to be around strong men, and

read strong books.Read this book, it will straighten you out!

A very inspiring book on what it means to be a man. I inhaled every word. There is no fluff in this

book. It is a blunt assessment on the ills of our society coming from the weak male. It all begins with

the mind. Mr. Sledge will get your mind right.

Really, really enjoyed this book. Charles truly defines what every man should aspire to be. In

today's society, every young man should read this before he becomes overly feminized by the

mainstream media and society in general. I look forward to reading the author's other books

I'm almost done with this book and I have to say I know a bunch of men who need to read this book.

It is instructive as well as inspirational. (Too bad he needs a better proof reader because there are

so many typos in this - just man up and read it anyway.)

Very good! Good read, good advise. A little extreme, but true none the less. Will read more of your

books.

The grammar and lack of sentence structure is an absolute nightmare, to the point where I can't

always follow what the author is trying to say. I agree with the overall theme--that's why I bought the

book in the first place--but the e-book really needs to be edited.
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